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Preface
Students in the twenty first century classroom need to develop the skills to be
employable and re-employable in a reality that is yet to come to be.
Hence the success of our new computing curriculum pivots on the development of a
methodology that will help shape our students to be:
-

Critical thinkers: capable of facing information, technology and situations with
a critical outlook;

-

Problem-Solvers: capable of using knowledge and experience as tools for new
problems, and become proficient at applying concepts learned in class to
tackle unfamiliar scenarios;

-

Flexible: capable of reinventing themselves to remain relevant in an everchanging world with a mindset for lifelong learning;

-

Communicators: in possession of the “people skills” to render them capable of
communication and leadership within a social situation or working
environment.

Our curriculum invites a methodology that develops these skills not only through
content but also through a range of assessment methods.
Students will benefit best from this curriculum if it is delivered with a methodology
that is:
-

Student-centred: teaching content by presenting questions and problems to be
solved rather than telling;

-

Careful to employ assessment as a tool for learning rather than exclusively as a
measure of learning;

-

Amenable to differentiated learning: recognising different abilities and inviting
students to present their work in a variety of media;

-

Soft skills enhancing: giving students the space to develop skills for group work,
online communication, viva presentation etc.
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In the light of the above, the aim of this document is to help the educator give more
relevance to what is being taught in class. It aims to provide ideas of how one can
introduce and deliver content including the level of detail students need to go into,
practical examples and links to video clips. These are therefore guidelines to assist
the educator, but they are by no means a manual to be followed: here we are merely
presenting another tool in the arsenal of the 21st century educator.

Josmar Borg (EO Computing)
Anthony Farrugia (HoD)
Marlene Galea (HoD)
Robert Vella (ex HoD)
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Year 9
In Year 9, teachers will lay the groundwork towards a solid foundation in the field of
computer science, including: an introduction towards the architecture of modern
digital devices, taking into consideration devices powered by processors, micro
controllers and SoC; data representation; concepts of input and output; memory
components and storage devices; and both offline and online software.
Besides, in Year 9 students should be well acquainted with problem-solving skills, via
pseudocode and flowcharts, and in programming simple dedicated systems using
sensors and other input and output components. At this stage, students are
introduced to the basic programming concepts using a text-based language, i.e.
sequential, decision and iteration constructs. This will aid both teachers to teach and
students to learn further programming in year 10.

Learning Outcomes
By the end of year 9, students shall be able to:
-

identify the function of the main components in a digital device to process both
digital and analogue data;

-

represent data using different number systems;

-

perform basic binary arithmetic operations;

-

describe the use and the quality of input and output devices;

-

distinguish between memory and storage in digital devices;

-

describe the implications of the different storage technologies;

-

distinguish and identify the importance of different types of software and
software licenses;

-

produce algorithms by applying problem solving concepts;

-

develop simple dedicated systems using boards powered by microcontrollers
or System on Chip (SoC) technology.
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Pedagogic Guidance
LO1: Identify the function of the main components in a digital device to process both digital and analogue data.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

Examples

The educator introduces a computer system either Video links of how computers work:
through a video or a class demonstration using a - https://bit.ly/38QlEON
1.1b/2b
physical computer to show major components and
hence elicit the build-up of the computer system - https://bit.ly/3d6a7Or
Possibly also: 3.1a, diagram required in the syllabus.
Temperature sensor is an input component whilst a
3.1b and 3.1c
keyboard is an input peripheral device, OR an LED is an
Here educators can also explain the concepts of input
output component, but a printer is an output peripheral
and output (assessment criteria 3.1a & 3.1b) and device.
categorise I/O devices as being peripheral devices or
not.
1.1a,

1.1c/2c
1.1d/2d/3d

When explaining the interrelation between the main
components (1.2b) one can also introduce the
distinction between data and information (1.2c).

- When digitising a hardcopy, the scanner produces data
which winds up in RAM via the I/O subsystem, it is
processed by the CPU (using software) and then saved
or displayed as information (in softcopy);

Can also be explained using single boards powered
by microcontrollers by logging data from a sensor
and interpreting the results.

- A microcontroller may be used to log ambient data
(e.g. temperature, pressure, humidity etc.) and
compare ambient class data in different times of the
day;
- A sound sensor may be used to log data to deduce the
time it takes for students to settle down during a
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lesson and hence the average time lost to settle down
per lesson.
Other examples may be given or elicited from students.

1.1e/2e

May be presented in the context of the shift from Video link: https://bit.ly/3d31kgl
mechanical to digital computing, hence introducing
two-state electronic devices.
Two-state electronic devices can be presented in Students may be given an activity to find the average size
terms of on and off pulses. Hence, one introduces the of a/an:
concept of a bit as the smallest unit of capacity.
- text message,
Students are to have an appreciation of the capacity
of different resources and sizes of typical files.

1.1f/2f
1.1g/2g

- two-minute sound file,
- 5-minute YouTube video,
- HD movie, etc.

Ideally, this is covered while using Arduino boards, Video link: http://bit.ly/2TS6RyM
but one should also mention other devices e.g. Other devices/components:
soundcards.

- One may mention digital and analogue watches;
- Sound and light as analogue data;
- Sensors which may be analogue or digital (may be
exemplified by temperature sensor on Arduino etc.).

1.3g

Students are to analyse specifications of different
devices on the market.

- Appreciate the different specs and sampling rates in
microphones of various qualities.
- Arduino sampling rates (8-bit digital pins and 10-bit
analogue pins) may be used to exemplify sampling.
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The above should also be extended to a discussion
of file types and hence file portability (e.g. mp3 vs
wav/midi or raw/tiff vs jpg/png).
One can also introduce Assessment Criteria 2.1j/2j in
the light of 16-bit Unicode being a necessity for
increased demand in character representation.
1.1h
1.1i/2i
1.1j/1k/2k
1.2l//3l

Present SoC as a low-consumption and/or small and Scenarios:
portable option ideal for various scenarios.

- Use of SoC in mobile devices and wearables.

One may consider introduction of embedded - Use of SoC in the IoT and embedded systems.
systems and the IoT and contextualised examples
here.
Video Links:
- Microcontrollers: http://bit.ly/39V5rZN
- SoC Technology: http://bit.ly/38YwUZb
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LO2: Represent data using different number systems and perform basic binary arithmetic operations.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

Examples

2.1a/2a/3a

Educators should mention the origins of the denary
system; units, tens, hundreds; and repeat the same
process of weights to Binary and Hexadecimal.

Units

Tens

Hundreds

x1

x10

x100

10

0

10

1

102

Students should be familiar with positional notations
which will make it easier for them to understand how Uses of HEX:
other number systems work.
- Colour Codes

Ideally educators mention:

- MAC & IPv6 addresses

- The use of binary because of two-state devices;
- The use of denary/decimal number system
because humans use ten fingers to count;
- The use of Hexadecimal as a means of

shortening bits of codes.
Educators should make students aware that other
number systems exist such as the 62-base system that is
used to shorten a URL, such as Bitly or Ow.ly or TinyURL
URL Shorteners.

2.2c/2d/2e

Educators may use the:
- long division method, and/or
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- Define memory locations
- Display error messages such as the blue screen of
death; showing Hex memory addresses that
caused the PC to crash.
Video Links:
- Number systems and
http://bit.ly/2wYm3RS

positional

notation:

- Hexadecimal colour codes: http://bit.ly/2TSEZuo

- weights method, and/or
- grouping/ ungrouping binary weights method
to convert between the number systems.
Educators may outline/highlight the efficiency of each
method.

2.2f
2.3g

Educators may introduce the concept of one’s Complement system examples: tape or video
complementation with any example that represents machine counters, mileage counter, etc.
complementation sequence, such as the example
Consider a counter that starts at 000, 001, 002, and go
on the right.
up to 999.

Educators should highlight the superiority of two's
complementation in representing integers, by However, if the counter is rewound when it is 000,
eliciting the shortcoming of other systems, like then the sequence decreases, by counting 999, 998,
one's complementation, namely the double 997 and so on.
representations of zero.
Students should be aware of the advantages of the two’s
complement method (assessment criteria 2.3g).

0

0

0

9

9

9

These are known as complement numbers and they
have the properties of true negative numbers.
Counting backwards from 000 we get 999, which can
be used to represent –1. Next are 998, which can be
used to represent –2, and so on.
This example can then be extended to binary numbers
as in the diagram below:
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2.2g
2.2h

Teachers should
demonstrate:

use

varied

examples

to

- binary addition using unsigned and two’s
complement representation.
- subtraction using two’s complement by applying
the addition method; e.g. 136 – 48  136 + (- 48).
- multiplication and division by 2 using shift
left/right operations.
Educator should highlight the fact that arithmetic
operations are carried out in the ALU.
May also indicate that this will be further clarified in year
10 when covering Machine Logic.
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2.2i
2.3i

Educators should demonstrate a register’s range of
values and the occurrence of numerical overflow if
the result of an operation does not fit in the register.
Educator should give a clear example of this when
covering range of values of the Arduino’s digital (8-bits)
and analogue (10-bits) pins.

2.1j/2j

Video link that can be used as revision and to show
how binary represents various types of information:
represent http://bit.ly/38Vc50W

Educators should:

- clarify that binary numbers do
information in the form of text, images, sound
and video. However, for the level of the syllabus
only text should be recognized;

- Explain the need for having standard character
representation systems for compatibility issues;

- Letter a is 6510
- Letter b is (a + 1) equivalent to 6610
- Letter A is (a + 32) equivalent to 9710
Limitation of ASCII – 256 characters only.

- Explain how standard character representation
systems work;
UNICODE – multilingual, 16 bits to represent multiple
- Mention the ASCII as a 7-bit and later 8-bit characters.
system and the need for the UNICODE system;
ASCII Video Link: http://bit.ly/2IPPzvV
may be also linked with criteria 2.2i.
Educators should make students aware that in an ASCII
system that uses 8 bits, the lowercase and uppercase
letters are related mathematically, as in the example on
the right.
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LO3: Describe the use and the quality of input and output devices.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

3.1a

Give situations, examples, videos, etc. so that Mobile devices, smartwatches, medical devices e.g.
students can list, categorize and evaluate input and ultrasound machine, etc.
output components.

3.1b
3.1c/2c/3c
3.2d/3d
3.1f/2f/3f

Examples

Educators can also present two models of a device
and compare characteristics of its I/O components in
terms of quality and cost.
Students can elicit knowledge of Serial vs Parallel Video Link: https://youtu.be/myU2x27FIIc
data transfer by following the video link on the right.
Ideally, this topic is covered part and parcel with
Arduino, when using the serial channel to transfer data
from Arduino to PC.

3.1g/2g/3g
3.2h/3h

- Determine characteristics of images / videos / Different scenarios:
audio files, etc. by means of presenting different
- Image for webpage / billboard.
scenarios as in the examples on the right.
- Create a discussion after students watch videos
that explain the characteristics that indicate
image quality.
- Show characteristics of sound files, e.g. mp3 and
wav.
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- Video for home entertainment / cinema.
- Audio files on mp3 player / in a concert.
- Animations for website / presentation.

- Compare with range of values of registers
(assessment criterion 2.2i): bit depth, frames, etc.
Students research about topics e.g. I/O components
and specs of their smartphone and discuss findings
back at school; this can be as a preparatory exercise
for the SEC Research Task.

Video Links:
- Pixels and colours: http://bit.ly/2IT11XI
- Resolution: http://bit.ly/39X4mR8
- Colour Depth: http://bit.ly/2QlnbFX
- Frame Rates: http://bit.ly/33xBqx3
- Audio File Formats: http://bit.ly/2TUZXZK
- Video File Formats: http://bit.ly/3d36kRY
- Vector Graphics: http://bit.ly/2w3ACUi
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LO4: Distinguish between memory and storage in digital devices and describe the implications of the different
technologies used.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

Examples

4.1a

Show differences between primary and secondary Memory/Storage
storage.
▪ Primary
Establish definitions and differences between
memory (primary) and storage (secondary).

- ROM (Dedicated & General-purpose devices)
- RAM
- CACHE

▪ Secondary
- Magnetic
- Optical
- Solid State (Electronic)

Memory Vs Storage Video Link: http://bit.ly/2TWilB9

4.1b/2b
4.1c/2c/3c

ROM in a:

Educators should:
- stress the importance and use of memory
components in both general and dedicated
machines.
- provide various examples to recommend with
justification a memory component for a given
scenario. Educators should focus on volatility,
speed and the use of the components.
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- PC holds the Boot up process.
- DVD Player holds the start-up sequence, OS and
other instructions such as remote triggers, etc.

4.1d/2d

Emphasis should be made on the difference in Blu-ray is slower than SSD because of its moving
capacity, speed and portability therefore it is mechanism.
advisable that teachers briefly outline the underlying
History of storage video Link: http://bit.ly/2TXTcX5
technology of different secondary storage.
Educators may show a video of the history of storage Links to follow at home:
to better address the issue of technology used in
- Tape Drives: http://bit.ly/2x8lIMn
secondary storage devices.

- Optical Media: http://bit.ly/3d8ConN

Students may also follow various other video clips to
further their understanding of the differences in
characteristics of storage devices.

- SSD vs HDD: http://bit.ly/2QndyGS
- M.2 Storage: http://bit.ly/2IUOhQ8
- Future of Storage: http://bit.ly/2wevYTm

4.2e/3e

Educators may present various examples and form a Examples may include justifications in terms of
discussion about the recommended storage devices reliability of storage device for backing up data,
portability, speed of data access, etc.
according to the scenarios presented.

4.1f/2f/3f

Educators could present appropriate real-life Develop a discussion regarding whether to purchase
situations to elicit from students the importance of a mobile or a device with low storage capacity or not;
for example, a 256GB or a 512GB version. Ask
having and using cloud storage space.
students whether it would be worth paying for storage
space inside the phone or using a cloud service.
Video Links:
- Phone Storage: http://bit.ly/2WkxpKD
- Cloud Storage: http://bit.ly/3d33HzT
- NAS Storage: http://bit.ly/3d3WaAB
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LO5: Distinguish and identify the importance of different types of software and software licences.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

Examples

5.1a,

Educators may:

- System
software
include:
BIOS/UEFI/Bootstrap, and Utilities.

5.1b/2b/3b

- explain the difference between system and
application software and hence develop, together
with the students, a simple definition.

OS,

- Applications include: retail, leisure, commercial,
editing etc.

- give examples of software and categorize
between System Software vs Applications.
- give examples of the same software to discuss
that such programs can be both off-the-shelf and
tailor made – why the need of tailor made if they
are found off-the shelf, for e.g. software may
contain extra modules which are not needed or
missing modules which are needed.
5.1c
5.1d
5.1e/2e
5.2f/3f

Educator may provide different scenarios and
students:
- classify the different software needed and
- discuss/distinguish/justify types of
adequate according to the scenarios.
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licences

- Software in a school lab.
- Software for home use.
- Freeware software; e.g. mobile apps to control
devices, like ACs, smartwatch to synch, etc.
- Software
used
in
research
to
be
modified/updated by researchers; e.g. Arduino
library modules, Python modules, Firefox,
Android OS, etc.

- Software for devices, including household
appliances, etc.

5.1g/2g/3g

Educators may elicit knowledge of SaaS by showing
several examples, as shown on the right.
Students will research, discuss, recommend and
justify the choice of possible SaaS according to given
scenarios.

- Online Office Apps such as Office 365, Google
Docs etc...
- Graphics editing software such as photoshop,
PixlR, freephototool, etc.
- Diagram development software, such as draw.io,
lucidchart, etc.
- Simulators, such as logic.ly, etc.
- Online IDEs such as jdoodle, repl.it, etc.
- Banking online software such as BOV, HSBC
online banking, etc.
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LO11: Produce algorithms, by applying problem solving concepts, and develop simple dedicated systems using
boards powered by microcontrollers or System on Chip (SoC) technology.

Assessment Criteria

Guide

Examples

11.1a

Educators may:

Video links:

11.1b/2b
11.1c
11.1d
11.1e/2e/3e

1. Ask students to watch a video re algorithms (link
1 on the right) at home so that a discussion can
then be carried out in class to define, together
with the students, the term algorithm.

- Link 1: http://bit.ly/33whISi
- Link 2: http://bit.ly/2xRaOvb
- Another link for home: http://bit.ly/2J1H80l

2. Watch another video re algorithm and Scenarios to solve (flowchart/pseudocode):
pseudocode (link 2) and define pseudocode.
3. Give an example for students to solve in
pseudocode. Educator will then show the same
solution in flowchart representation, hence
defining flowchart and the symbols used.
4. Provide several problems to solve. Scenarios
should include sequence, decisions, loops,
arithmetic operations, the use of counters and
flags.

- Display numbers from 1 to 100.
- Display one number at a time, starting from 1,
until the user decides when to stop.
- Enter item prices (until user stops the process)
and create shopping bill (subtotal, VAT and
total).
- Air conditioner temperature display (in Celsius or
Fahrenheit). If the user wants to change the
temperature unit, the AC determines the unit
being currently displayed and change
accordingly.
- A dedicated system which activates pumps 1
and 2 to pump water out if the flow of water
coming in reaches certain heights.
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Problem Solving Game:
- https://lightbot.com/flash.html

11.1g/2g
11.2h/3h
11.2i

Ideally errors are introduced when students start Errors:
programming dedicated systems (Arduino).
Educators may show the different forms of errors via
a ready-made program/s when using Arduino.
Examples on the right.

- Syntax error: causes a program not to compile
successfully, such as missing ‘;’ or a misspelled
reserved word;
- Logical error: causes a program to run but giving
undesired outcome, such as switching from red
to green and then yellow instead of red to yellow
and green for a traffic light;
- Runtime error: causes a program to crash while
running, such as when assigning a variable byte
but an arithmetic operation produces an answer
larger than a byte variable can handle;

11.1j
11.1k

List of single-boards:

Educators may:
- develop a definition of microcontroller (MC)/SoC
boards while doing a demonstration of the board
that will be used for this Learning Outcome.
- pin point (by physically demonstrating) the
various components of a board: microcontroller,
I/O pins, power pins/ports, etc. In case of using
boards powered by SOC, other components may
also be shown, including: GPU, built-in
sensors/switches, NIC Card etc.
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- Ada Fruit Flora
- Arduino
- Micro:bits
- Raspberry Pi
- Teensy
- Tessel 2 and more.

- show specifications of different boards both
powered by microcontroller and SoC and hence
create a list of single board systems.
11.1l till the end of
Learning Outcome 11

Educators may follow the below sequence:
1. Show students how to install Arduino IDE.
2. Show students how to connect Arduino with
PC/Laptop.
3. Set up the board and the port from told menu
option.

Online tools:
- Resistors Value:
http://www.resistor-calculator.com/
- Ohms Law Calculator:

http://www.ohmslawcalculator.com/ohmslaw-calculator

Maybe show students the com port also from the Arduino simulator:
https://www.tinkercad.com/circuits
device manager.
4. Start with writing the code in front of the class Tasks Examples: in Appendix #3
for blinking the built in LED every one second.
5. Students copy the code, try it out and give
students tasks to modify the code accordingly,
such as the SOS Morse code.
6. Explain the information that is shown when the
program is compiled; i.e. storage used to store
the code and RAM used to run the program
(serves as revision to assessment criteria 1.2b).
7. Explain simple circuitry; i.e. power source and a
closed loop are always required. Start by
demonstrating how to circuit an LED including
the use of the resistor.
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8. At this stage students can try it out and then
modify the code to see the ‘external’ LED
blinking.
Important to make students aware that pin 13 is
directly connected to the built-in LED which can be
used for testing purposes.
9. Briefly explain the use of resistors by showing to
the students the different colour bands and their
values. An online calculator may be used.
10. Explain why the 220Ω resistor was chosen for
the LED, using the formula Voltage = Current x
Resistance (V=IR).
Important to make students aware that
knowledge about electronics (voltage, resistance,
how to build circuits etc.) is not to be assessed.
11. Give a scenario such as a traffic light whereby
students are given the time to solve it out
(building circuit and program it). Teacher may in
the meantime build the circuit while the students
are working as a reference point to how the
circuit should be.
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12. Introduce variables and declare pins as
variables. Students will modify their traffic lights
project using integer variables.
Here educators can also explain that since
variables take RAM space, and declaring pins to
variables is not necessarily required, then one
might opt to save RAM space by using #define
function which will not take up any program
memory space on the chip.
13. Add a buzzer to the circuit to make a beeping
sound when the lights are red.
14. Demonstrate the use of an online simulator and
give another scenario for students to solve at
home (using the simulator).
15. Introduce input devices, using a micro switch.
Educator may show how the switch should be
connected and program it to light up an LED
when it is pressed. Students will then follow and
develop this small project.
Here an explanation of the if construct should be
done; i.e. if switch is pressed change lights to
yellow, red, yellow and back to green.
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16. A challenge is then given to modify the switch
into a toggle switch; i.e. when the switch is
pressed the LED turns on and remains on and
when it is pressed again, the LED turns off and
remains off; much like switching a TV on and off
using the power button from the remote.
At this stage educators may opt to explain the use
of the while loop (assessment criteria 11.2o) to
make sure that when the switch is kept pressed, it
will not keep on toggling from on to off repeatedly;
i.e. when switch is pressed it keeps on looping
(doing nothing) until the user releases the switch.
17. Students may then be given another challenge to
add a button to the traffic lights project
(including buzzer) at home via the online
simulator; i.e. traffic light is green and changes
to red after the button is pressed.
18. Educators may introduce analogue and digital
data + conversions and sampling rates here
(assessment criteria: 1.1f/2f and 1.1g/2g/3g).
19. Explain the use of potentiometer, build its circuit
and develop a program that will vary the blinking
rate of a LED according to the potentiometer.
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Educators may want to explain or revise
assessment criteria 2.2i (registers range of
values) here.
At this point, educators may want to introduce
arithmetic
and
assignment
operators
(assessment criterion 11.2m) to modify the range
of the blinking rate that can be adjusted with the
potentiometer; i.e. not the default 0-1023 values).
20. Add a challenge so that the LED remains off if
blinking rate (delay) is less than 15 milliseconds.
21. Explanation of how to trace values of analogue
sensors in real time using the Serial function.
Therefore, assessment criteria 3.1f/2f/3f may be
covered here as an intro to tracing of values.
22. Add another challenge (for homework via online
simulator) to simulate a volume meter; i.e.
number of LEDs light up according to
potentiometer value; for example: value 0 = all
LEDs off, value < 250 first green LED on, value
<500 second green LED on, value < 750 third
yellow LED on, and if value is greater than 750
fourth RED LED is on (assessment criteria 11.2n)
OR change RGB LED colours according to
photocell sensor values.
23. Explain how an LED can be dimmed down
through digital PWM pins.
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Important to make students aware that
knowledge about PWM is not to be assessed
24. Show an example of how an LED intensity can be
changed through potentiometer values. (or
maybe using a photocell sensor, sound sensor,
temperature sensor, etc.)
At this stage, educators must emphasize on the
range of values that both digital and analogue
pins can represent and may introduce the map
function.
25. Add a challenge to update the program in point 6
above so that it uses microswitch to toggle the
system on and off. When on LED is on (the
intensity varies according to analogue sensor
used) and when off the LED is off.
26. Demonstrate how the FOR loop works. Elicit from
students how the FOR loop can facilitate the
coding to fade in and fade out an LED.
27. Add a challenge to create a running light effect
using 4 LEDs and the FOR loop.
28. Introduce external libraries. Explain how these
libraries facilitates coding.
29. Build and develop a program that rotates the
servo clockwise using the for loop. Students to
build the circuit and program themselves.
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30. Add a challenge that varies the servo movement
speed (modifying the delay).
31. Add another challenge for classwork whereby
the user can rotate the servo via the
potentiometer.
32. Add another challenge for homework using
online simulator that sets the servo to initial
position of 0 degrees. When the user presses a
switch, it turns to 90 degrees. When the user
presses the switch again, it turns the servo back
to 0 degrees. The program keeps on looping this
sequence.
33. Educator can then provide two more complex
challenges that requires the use of nested IFs
and nested loops. One to be done in class and
another to be done at home.
Educators may use other components, such as
Distance Sensor (HSCR04), LCD display with I2C, etc.,
that require:
-

Downloading of external library

-

Importing it into Arduino Ide

-

Referring to it in the source code.

It is important that educator emphasise on good
programming practices throughout the entire Arduino
course.
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Sample Scheme of Work
Weeks are based on scholastic year 2019/2020

Weeks x2 Double Lessons

Remarks

1

Introductory Week

2

-

1.1a/b: Components/devices
system.

-

1.2b:
Data
flow
between
the
main
components/devices in a computer system.

-

3.1a: Define the concept of the input of data into
digital devices.

-

3.1b: Define the concept of the output of
information from digital devices.

-

1.1/2c: Define and Distinguish between Data and
Information.

-

1.1/2/3d: Identify, recommend and justify examples
of data and information.

-

1.1e: Define binary units of measurements.

-

1.2e: Solve problems related to binary units of
measurement.

3

4

5

in

a

computer

For 2.2b, one can
use question 4 in
- 2.2a: Distinguish between the use of different
section A of the
number systems.
Specimen
- 2.3a: Solve problems related to different number Assessment
Controlled Paper
systems in specific scenarios.
found in syllabus.
-

2.1a: Recognize different number systems.

-

2.2b: Outline the use of a bit pattern according to a
given scenario.

-

2.2c: Convert Binary numbers into Decimal and vice
.
versa.

-

2.2d: Convert Hexadecimal numbers into Binary and
vice versa.

-

2.2e: Convert Hexadecimal numbers into Decimal
and vice versa.
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6

-

2.2f: Represent positive and negative numbers in 2.2i (register values)
can be covered here
binary using two’s complementation method.

-

2.1/2j: Define and identify the need of standard number of
character coding systems.
characters that can

to explain the

be represented by
Ascii and Unicode.

7

Mid-Term Holidays

8

-

11.1a: Define the term algorithm.

-

11.1/2b: Define and distinguish
pseudocode and/or flowcharts.

-

11.1c/1d: Identify and define symbols used in
flowcharts.

-

11.1e Define the basic programming constructs.

-

11.2e: Complete the missing parts of a given
algorithm.

-

11.3e: Interpret a given algorithm.

9

-

11.3f: Construct an algorithm for a given scenario.

10

-

1.1h Define a microcontroller.

-

1.2l: Distinguish between microcontroller and SoC.

-

1/3l: Justify the appropriateness of SoC and/or
microcontroller technology in a given scenario.

-

11.1j: Define a microcontroller-based single board
and /or a SoC based system board.

-

11.1k List at least two different microcontroller
based single boards and /or SoC based single
boards.

Students may use
Light Bot to
between augment problem
solving skills.

Educators
to
continue
with
algorithms
throughout
the
Arduino course.

Educators
can
assign challenges
- 1.1/2i Identify and list devices that are powered by
for Homework via
a microcontroller.
the use of online
- 1.1j Define System on Chip (SoC) technology.
simulators, such as
- 1.1/2k Identify and list devices that are powered by Tinkercad Circuits.
a SoC.
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11

▪ Installing Arduino IDE.
▪ Connecting Arduino with PC / Mob and initial
setup (Board and COM Port).
▪ First program: Built-In LED Blinking.

For challenges
mentioned here refer
to Arduino
Presentation
Resource Pack.

▪ Challenge #1: SOS Morse Code.
12

▪ The use of Breadboard.
▪ The use of Resistors: Voltage/Amps/Resistance.
▪ LED Circuit + Code (Blinking).
▪ Challenge #2: Traffic Light + Buzzer.

Programming Errors
(11.1g/2g/2h/2h/2i)
to be covered in
parallel with the
Arduino sessions,
and not in isolation.

▪ Challenge #3: Traffic Light with Buzzer.
13

Christmas
Activities & Holidays

14
15
16

▪ Introduction to Variables.
▪ Introduction to if - else Statement.
▪ The use of push switch: circuit + code to light up
an LED when switch is pressed.
▪ Challenge #4: Toggle switch.

17

18

Good Programming
Practices
(11.1r/2r/2s) are
also to be covered
during Arduino
sessions and not in
isolation.

COURSEWORK: PROGRAMMING DEDICATED SYSTEMS
-

Task 1: Analysis.

-

Task 1: Completion.

-

1.1/2f: Define and distinguish between analogue
and digital data.

-

1.1/2g: Define and explain the need for Analogue-toDigital (ADC) and Digital-to-Analogue (DAC)
conversion.

-

1.3g Evaluate the implications of the sampling level
used during ADC.

▪ Arduino analogue
potentiometer.

input

pins:

the

use

of

▪ Circuit and code (Blinking delay variable).
19

▪ Introduction to PWM (Simulate Analogue Output).
▪ The use of potentiometer to control light intensity.
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2.2i (register values)
can be revised here
to
explain
the

number of values
that the digital (8bits) and analogue
- 3.1f Define serial and/or parallel data transfer (10-bits) pins can
hold.
between peripheral devices and digital systems.

▪ Distinguish between the concepts of serial and
parallel data transfer.

-

3.2f Distinguish between the concepts of serial and
parallel data transfer.

-

3.3f Explain advantages and/or disadvantages of
serial and/or parallel data transfer in a given
scenario.

▪ Use Serial Monitor to trace values of analogue
components.
▪ Challenge #5: Volume Meter Simulator + Buzzer.
20

▪ Introduction to for loops:
▪ Fading in/out LEDs.
▪ Challenge #6: Running lights effect including the
use of the buzzer (CW).
▪ While loop: push switch to act when pressed and
released.
▪ Challenge #7: Running lights effect with a system
on/off switch, or traffic lights with pedestrian
STOP button, etc.

21

22

COURSEWORK: PROGRAMMING DEDICATED SYSTEMS
-

Task 2: Analysis.

-

Task 2: Completion.

-

Download, import and use of external libraries.

-

The use of an Ultrasonic sensor OR LCD Screen OR
Temperature sensor, etc…

-

Challenge #8: opening door lock (servo) if switch is
pressed and released, or rotating servo with
potentiometer, or displaying distance and beep
when object is within 30cm range, or using LCD to
display time remaining for a traffic light to change
back to green, etc.

23

Carnival Holidays

24

Buffer Week
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25

26

27

28

COURSEWORK: PROGRAMMING DEDICATED SYSTEMS
-

Task 3: Analysis.

-

Task 3: Completion.

-

3.1c: Define peripheral devices.

-

3.2c/d: Categorise / List components in digital
devices as being input, output or both.

-

3.3c/d: Evaluate the use of different components in
a specific scenario.

-

3.3d/e: Recommend / Justify different components
in a specific scenario.

-

3.1/2g: Identify / Explain characteristics which
determine output quality.

-

3.2h: Find solutions that
characteristics of output quality.

-

3.3g/h: Evaluate and justify the suitability of
resources based on the characteristics which
determine output quality.

determine

the

- 4.1a: Define primary and/or secondary storage.
-

4.1/2b: Define the memory components used in
digital devices.

-

4.1/2c: Identify / Distinguish memory components
used in digital devices.

-

4.3c Justify the choice of memory components for
specific scenarios.

-

4.1d Identify devices that are used for secondary
storage.

-

4.2d Distinguish between different storage devices
in terms of speed, cost and portability.

-

4.2e Recommend storage media for specific
scenarios.

-

4.3e Justify the choice of storage media for specific
scenarios.

-

4.1f: Define cloud storage.

-

4.2f: Describe advantages and disadvantages of
cloud storage.

-

4.3f: Justify the use of cloud storage in specific
scenarios.
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COURSEWORK: Research Task
-

29

Easter Holidays

30
31

Task Analysis.

COURSEWORK: Research Task
-

Task Presentations.

- 2.2g: Carry out

32

33

binary addition and/or subtraction.

-

2.3g: Justify the use of two’s complement
representation.

-

2.2h: Carry out binary multiplication and division.

-

2.2i: Solve problems related to range of values in a
given register.

-

2.3i: Justify the occurrence of numerical overflow.

-

5.1a/1b/2b: Define, identify and distinguish the
different types of software.

-

5.3b: Justify the type of software chosen for a given
scenario.

-

5.1c: Define the concept of a software license.

-

5.1d/1e/2e: Define, list and distinguish the software
licenses.

-

5.2/3f: Recommend and justify the choice of license
for a given scenario.

-

5.1/2g: Define Software as a Service (SaaS).

-

5.3g: Justify the use of SaaS in a given scenario.

34

Buffer Week

35

Revision for Annual Examination.

36

Revision for Annual Examination.

37-40

Annual Examinations
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Assessment Modes
The new SEC syllabus utilises an assessment approach that gives more prominence
to the students’ overall performance throughout the three-year course, rather than
gauging the students’ performance at a snapshot in time via the final written
examination paper/s.
In fact, students will be assessed by means of various continuous assessment modes,
amounting to 40% of the global mark, and a final examination paper amounting to the
remaining 60%.
This is in fact also reflected in the way students will be assessed, at a school-based
level, at the end of every year of their studies.

Broad Learning Outcome Assessment Reporting
In year 9, educators are expected to report the students’ abilities and performance by
ticking the appropriate level of ability for the below broad learning outcomes (BLOs).
Assessment criteria covered
by BLO

BLO
I can identify the function of the main
components in a digital device and the
interrelation between these devices.
I can distinguish between analogue and digital
data and the quality of information because of
the sampling rate used in the context of a given
scenario.

1.1a, 1.1b
1.2b

1.1c, 1.1d, 1.1f, 1.1g
1.2c, 1.2d, 1.2f, 1.2g
1.3d, 1.3g

I can explain the use of character coding systems
to represent binary bit patterns and how to
convert between different number systems.

2.1a, 2.1j
2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c, 2.2d, 2.2e, 2.2f,
2.2h, 2.2j
2.3a

I can perform binary arithmetic operations,
including addition, subtraction, and bit-wise
operations.

2.2g, 2.2h

I can describe the use and the quality of input and
output devices.

3.1a, 3.1b, 3.1c, 3.1f, 3.1g
3.2c, 3.2d, 3.2f, 3.2g, 3.2h
3.3c, 3.3d, 3.3e, 3.3f, 3.3g, 3.3h

I can distinguish between memory and storage
and their use in different digital devices.

4.1a, 4.1b, 4.1c, 4.1d
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I can describe the implications of the different
storage technologies used and of cloud storage
in different contexts.
At the end of the programme, I can distinguish
and identify the importance of different types of
software, software services, and software
licences.
I can develop an algorithm and represent it in
pseudocode or flowchart including sequence,
decision, and iteration constructs.
I can program a dedicated system to solve a
given scenario including the use of 1) digital and
analogue input component/s, 2) digital and/or
analogue output component/s, and 3) the use of
external libraries.

4.2b, 4.2c
4.3c
4.1f
4.2d, 4.2e, 4.2f
4.3e, 4.3f
5.1a, 5.1b, 5.1c, 5.1d, 5.1e,
5.1g
5.2b, 5.2e, 5.2f, 5.2g
5.3b, 5.3f, 5.3g
11.1a, 11.1b, 11.1c, 11.1d,
11.1e
11.2b, 11.2c, 11.2d, 11.2e
11.3e, 11.3f
11.1g, 11.1j, 11.1k, 11.1l, 11.1r
11.2g, 11.2h, 11.2i, 11.2l,
11.2m, 11.2n, 11.2o,11.2r,
11.2s
11.3h, 11.3l, 11.3n, 11.3o,
11.3p, 11.3q

Continuous Assessment Modes (Coursework Tasks)
In year 9, the continuous assessment entails two assessment modes, as follows:
1. Research Task:
This task requires that a research question related to Input and Output
devices/components is given to the students. Teachers shall: 1) introduce the
research question and let the students analyse it and ask questions during a
typical lesson, and 2) allow at least two weeks for the students to produce a
five-minute presentational material to present in class.
Teachers must assess the students’ work according to the marking scheme in
the syllabus. A digital assessment form is provided in Appendix #1.
Students’ marks (out of 100) are to be entered by end of year 9 for both
MATSEC and school-based purposes.
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2. Programming Dedicated Systems:
This assessment mode includes three tasks, which assess the students’
abilities to program dedicated systems along the course of their studies. The
teacher is encouraged to develop one scenario divided into three parts.
Teachers must assess the students’ work according to the marking scheme in
the syllabus. A digital assessment form is provided in Appendix #2.
Students’ marks (out of 100) are to be entered by end of year 9 for schoolbased assessment mark and by end of year 10 for MATSEC purposes.
An exemplar for both the Research task and the Programming of Dedicated Systems
task is available in the syllabus. Moreover, the syllabus includes further ideas on how
to develop the respective tasks.

Annual Examination Paper
The annual paper for Year 9 will be developed internally by the department and issued
by the Educational Assessment Unit. The examination papers’ format is identical to
the SEC Controlled Assessment papers for school candidates. Therefore, papers will
contain:
-

Section A: up to five questions (possibly scenario-based) amounting to 40%

-

Section B: three scenario-based questions amounting to 60%

Final Global Mark
The school-based final global mark will be calculated as follows: 40% taken from the
two coursework tasks and 60% from the annual exam paper, as shown below:
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Appendices

#1: Research Task
(Input & Output Components/Devices)

Assessment Rubric
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Marking Scheme: Research Task (Input & Output Components/Devices)
Student Details
Name & Surname:
School:
Class:

Assessment Rubric
Criteria

Mark

Remarks

Structure
& Referencing

Knowledge
& Understanding

Research

Discussion
& Conclusion

General Outcome

Presentation of work

Actual Mark

SEC Mark

0

0

Teacher Comments:

Teacher

Signature

Date

#2: Programming Dedicated
Systems Assessment Rubric
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Marking Scheme: Programming Dedicated Systems
Student Details
Name & Surname:
School:
Class:

Assessment Rubric
Criteria

Mark

Remarks

Specifications

Functionality

Programming Practices

Actual Mark

SEC Mark

0

0

Teacher Comments:

Teacher

Signature

Date

#3: Arduino Sample Programs
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Traffic Lights with Pedestrian button
A traffic light system that starts with the green lights on and goes over to the red light
when the user presses the button.
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

red 10
yellow 9
green 8
buzz 7
swicc 2

void setup() {
pinMode(red, OUTPUT);
pinMode(yellow, OUTPUT);
pinMode(green, OUTPUT);
pinMode(buzz, OUTPUT);
pinMode(swicc, INPUT);
// call function showLEDs with only the green LED ON
showLEDs(LOW, LOW, HIGH);
}
void loop() {
if (digitalRead(swicc)){
tone(buzz, 2000);
while (digitalRead(swicc));
//empty loop until user releases switch
noTone(buzz);
delay(5000); //wait 5 seconds
//only Yellow ON
showLEDs(LOW, HIGH, LOW);
delay(2000);
//only Red ON
showLEDs(HIGH, LOW, LOW);
//call function beepoSequence( ) to start buzzing sequence
beepSequence();
//only Yellow ON
showLEDs(LOW, HIGH, LOW);
delay(2000);
//reset traffic lights (back to Green ON)
showLEDs(LOW, LOW, HIGH);
}
}
void showLEDs(byte R, byte Y, byte G){
digitalWrite(red, R);
digitalWrite(yellow, Y);
digitalWrite(green, G);
}
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void beepSequence(){
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(1000);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(1000);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(1000);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(500);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(500);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(500);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(250);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(250);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(250);
tone(buzz, 2000,
delay(250);
}

500);
500);
500);
250);
250);
250);
125);
125);
125);
125);
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Running lights effect (using for loop)
This system simulates a running light effect with five LEDs. The for loop is used to
demonstrate that the loop counter (int i) can be used to alternate between adjacent
pins.

void setup(){
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
pinMode(12, OUTPUT);
pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
pinMode(9, OUTPUT);
}
void loop(){
for (int i=13; i>=9; i--)
{
digitalWrite(i, HIGH);
delay(500);
}
for (int i=9; i<=13; i++)
{
digitalWrite(i, LOW);
delay(500);
}
}
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Changing RGB LED colour through Potentiometer
This program fades the colour of the RGB LED from Red to Green to Blue according
the potentiometer setting.
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#define
#define
#define
#define

red 11
blue 10
green 9
pot A0

short int colourValue;
short int potValue;
void setup() {
pinMode(red, OUTPUT);
pinMode(green, OUTPUT);
pinMode(blue, OUTPUT);
pinMode(pot, INPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void colourSet(short int rValue, short int bValue, short int
gValue){
analogWrite(red, rValue);
analogWrite(blue, bValue);
analogWrite(green, gValue);
}
void loop() {
//initialise a counter to hold colours’ value (0-255)
colourValue = 0;
potValue = analogRead(pot); //get potentiometer readings
if (potValue < 513){
//fade from red to green
colourValue = map(potValue, 0, 512, 0, 255);
colourSet(255-colourValue, 0, 0+colourValue);
}
else {
//fade from green to blue
colourValue= map(potValue, 513, 1023, 0, 255);
colourSet(0, 0+colourValue, 255-colourValue);
}
//display values for testing
Serial.print(potValue);
Serial.print(", ");
Serial.println(colourValue);
}
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Safe Box Password
This program lets the user enter a four-digit password to open the safe box. The
switches represent values; i.e. switch 1 represents value 1, switch 2 represents value
2 and so on. The user has three chances after which the safe box is locked. The Serial
monitor is used as an interface. The green LED indicates that the safe box has been
opened.
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

s1 9
s2 7
s3 4
s4 2
ledRed 13
ledGreen 12
buzz 11

String password = "1132";
String userPass = ""; //start with empty
byte tries = 3; //3 chances
bool access = true; //access to open safe is enabled
void setup() {
pinMode(s1, INPUT);
pinMode(s2, INPUT);
pinMode(s3, INPUT);
pinMode(s4, INPUT);
pinMode(ledRed, OUTPUT);
pinMode(ledGreen, OUTPUT);
pinMode(buzz, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println("~~~ Safe CLOSE ~~~");
digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);
}
void updatePass(String code, byte swicc){
//loop until user releases the switch pressed
while (digitalRead(swicc))
tone(buzz, 2000);
noTone(buzz); //stop beep sound when switch is released
userPass += code; //update userPass with code
Serial.print(code); //show password
}
void loop() {
if (access){ //if access is enabled
if (userPass.length() < 4){ //if user has not yet entered a 4-digit pin
Serial.print("Password: ");
while (userPass.length() < 4){ //loop until user enters a 4-digit pin
if (digitalRead(s1)) updatePass("1", s1);
else if (digitalRead(s2)) updatePass("2", s2);
else if (digitalRead(s3)) updatePass("3", s3);
else if (digitalRead(s4)) updatePass("4", s4);
}
}
else { //if user entered 4-digit pin
if (userPass.equals(password)){ //if user entered correct password
digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);
digitalWrite(ledGreen, HIGH);
Serial.println("\n\n~~~~ Safe OPEN ~~~~\n(press [1] to close)");
//loop until the user presses switch 1 to reset (close) safe
while (!digitalRead(s1)){
if (digitalRead(s2) || digitalRead(s3) || digitalRead(s4))
//make sound when any switch 2, 3 or 4 is pressed
tone(buzz, 2000);
else noTone(buzz); //make no sound if switches are released
}
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//loop until user releases switch 1
while (digitalRead(s1)) tone(buzz, 2000);
//stop beep sound when switch 1 is released
noTone(buzz);
//reset safe
userPass = "";
tries = 3;
Serial.println("\n~~~ Safe CLOSE ~~~");
digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);
digitalWrite(ledGreen, LOW);
}
else { //if entered a wrong password
tries--; //decrease one try
if (tries == 0) {
access = false; //disable access if user entered three wrong pins
Serial.println("\n\n!! Safe LOCKED !!\n");
}
else { //if user has not yet entered three wrong pins
Serial.println("\n\n!!! PASSWORD NOT CORRECT !!!");
}
//flash red LED for three times
for(int i=0; i<3; i++){
digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);
delay(100);
}
//reset userPass
userPass = "";
}
}
}
else { //if access is disabled
if (digitalRead(s1) || digitalRead(s2) || digitalRead(s3) ||
digitalRead(s4)){
//loop until the pushed switch is released
while (digitalRead(s1) || digitalRead(s2) || digitalRead(s3) ||
digitalRead(s4))
tone(buzz, 2000); //make sound when any switch is pressed
//stop sound when switch released
noTone(buzz);
//display Safe locked
Serial.println("!! Safe Locked !!\n");
//flash red LED for three times
for (int i=0; i<3; i++){
digitalWrite(ledRed, HIGH);
delay(100);
digitalWrite(ledRed, LOW);
delay(100);
}
}
}
}
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Reaction Time Game
This is a simple game whereby the user presses the switch to start the game. During
gameplay, the program waits for a random number of seconds (from three to ten
seconds) and then blinks the LED once. The user should press the switch as quickly
as possible to measure the reaction time. The reaction time is displayed on the serial
monitor.
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#define led 13
#define swicc 2
short randNum;
boolean gameOn = false;
float timeNow, totalTime;
void setup() {
pinMode(13, OUTPUT);
pinMode(2, INPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println(">>> GAME STARTED <<<\n");
}
void loop() {
if (digitalRead(swicc)){
if (!gameOn){ //if led was not switched on
randNum = random(3000, 10001); //generate num between 3000 & 10000
while (digitalRead(swicc)); //empty loop until user releases switch
Serial.println("Check LED"); //display notification to user
delay(randNum); //delay according to generated number
digitalWrite(led, HIGH);
delay(5); //time enough to see the LED ON
digitalWrite(led, LOW);
timeNow = millis(); //get current time
gameOn = true;
} else { //if gameOn; i.e. led has been switched on
//get total time taken to press the switch
totalTime = millis() - timeNow;
//if user is holding the switch before the LED is switched on
if (totalTime == 0)
Serial.println("You're cheating - try again!\n");
else {
Serial.print("Time taken: ");
Serial.print(totalTime/1000); //to display time in seconds
Serial.println(" seconds\n");
}
gameOn = false; //reset game flag
while (digitalRead(swicc)); //empty loop switch is released
}
}
}
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Car Parking Sensor
This program simulates a car parking sensor; i.e. makes a beeping sound according
to the proximity distance and flashes the RED LED if distance is very low.

//use external library HCSR04
#include <HCSR04.h>
//define pins and create distance sensor instance
#define trigPin 12
#define echoPin 11
UltraSonicDistanceSensor distSensor (trigPin, echoPin);
//define buzzer and led
#define buzz 8
#define led 2
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void setup() {
pinMode(buzz, OUTPUT);
pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
}
void loop() {
//if sensor is not giving error (-1) and within the stipulated
//distances make beeping sound accordingly
int dist = distSensor.measureDistanceCm(); //get sensor reading
if (dist> 0) { //if reading is not an error
if (dist() > 40 && dist < 61) makeAction(1000, LOW);
else if (dist() > 20 && dist < 41) makeAction(500, LOW);
else if (dist > 10 && dist < 21) makeAction(250, LOW);
else if (dist < 11) makeAction(250, HIGH);
}
//display distance for testing
Serial.println(dist);
}
void makeAction(short duration, byte onOff) {
tone(buzz, 2000, duration);
//wait for the time to make sound and the time to stop sound
delay(duration*2);
digitalWrite(led, onOff);
}
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Intruder Alarm
This program simulates an intruder alarm system. Switch one toggles the alarm
system ON or OFF. When the system is ON and an object is detected within 60cm
range, the buzzer makes a beeping sound and the LED flashes. Switch two is used to
disarm the alarm but the system remains ON. The LCD screen is used to display
related information.
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//use external (imported) libraries
#include <LiquidCrystal_I2C.h>
#include <HCSR04.h>
//create LCD instance
LiquidCrystal_I2C myLcd(0x27, 16, 2);
//define pins and create distance sensor instance
#define trigPin 10
#define echoPin 9
UltraSonicDistanceSensor distSensor (trigPin, echoPin);
//define other pins
#define s1 7
#define s2 6
#define buzz 8
#define led 13
//define variables
boolean sysOnOff = false;
int dist;
void setup() {
pinMode(s1, INPUT);
pinMode(s2, INPUT);
pinMode(buzz, OUTPUT);
pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(9600);
// initialise LCD Display
myLcd.init();
myLcd.backlight();
myLcd.clear();
}
void checkIntruder(){
//get distance sensor reading
dist = distSensor.measureDistanceCm();
Serial.println(dist); //for testing purposes
//if object is detected (and reading is not an error)
if (dist > 0 && dist < 60){
myLcd.setCursor(0,1);
myLcd.print("INTRUDER DETECT");
//start beeping & blink LED until one of the switches is pressed
while (!digitalRead(s1) && !digitalRead(s2)){
tone(buzz, 2000, 500);
digitalWrite(led, HIGH);
delay(500);
digitalWrite(led, LOW);
delay(500);
}
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if (digitalRead(s2)){
//if s2 is pressed go into an empty loop until released
while (digitalRead(s2));
}
//refresh LCD second line
myLcd.setCursor(0,1);
myLcd.print("

");

}
}
void loop() {
if (digitalRead(s1)) { //if switch 1 is pressed
//empty loop until s1 is released
while (digitalRead(s1));
//toggle system (if true becomes false and vice versa)
sysOnOff = !sysOnOff;
}
if (sysOnOff == false) { //if system is off
myLcd.setCursor(0,0);
myLcd.print(">ALARM DISABLED<");
}
else { //if system is on
myLcd.setCursor(0,0);
myLcd.print(">ALARM ENABLED<<");
checkIntruder(); //call function checkIntruder( )
}
}
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